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Abstract

The specific organization used by a multi-agent system
is crucial for its effectiveness and efficiency. In dynamic
environments, or when the objectives of the system shift, the
organization must therefore be able to change as well. In
this abstract we propose using a general diagnosis engine to
drive this process of adaptation, using the TÆMS modeling
language as the primary representation of organizational
information. A complete version of this paper is at [1].

As the sizes of multi-agent systems grow in the num-
ber of their participants, the organization of those agents
will be increasingly important. In such an environment,
an organization is used to limit the range of control deci-
sions agents must make, which is a necessary component
of scalable systems. Are agent agents arranged in cluster-
s, a hierarchy, a graph, or some other type of organization?
Are the agents‘ activities or behaviors driven solely by lo-
cal concerns, or do external peers or managers have direct
influence as well? Is communication between agents active,
via messaging of some sort, or passive, using observations
or engineered assumptions? These and other characteristics
define the organizational structure of a multi-agent system -
the rules which define the roles agents play and the manners
in which they interact with other agents in the system.

Clearly the characteristics described above will have an
impact on the efficiency and responsiveness of both large
and small multi-agent systems. It should also be intuitively
clear that the effectiveness of the organization is dependent
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on the agents, environment, and goals involved in the sys-
tem. The problem then, is how to derive and maintain such
a structure given a particular situation. The term Organiza-
tional Self-Design (OSD) has been used previously to de-
scribe the general technique of employing the members of a
multi-agent system to generate or adapt their own organiza-
tional structures at runtime. Earlier work in this area tended
to focus on adapting specific qualities of the organization,
such as task allocation or load balancing. Organizational
structure generation has also been proposed as arising from
local, global, and hybrid perspectives. In this abstract we
outline a more general approach, using diagnosis, to detect
deficiencies in the organizational model and assist in the
creation of solutions to those deficiencies; the eventual goal
being to create a reusable organizational adaptation engine.
We will show how a general diagnosis engine, coupled with
a powerful representation of that organization, can be used
to effect change in a wide range of characteristics.

In the architecture we propose, critical components with-
in the agent, such as those responsible for problem solving,
negotiation and scheduling, obtain the vast majority of their
information from an organizational design layer. This layer
abstracts and filters elements of the operating environment
in a manner consistent with the agent’s role in the organi-
zation. The abstraction is composed of one or more infor-
mation sources, such as TÆMS structures, capable of en-
coding the various aspects of the organization. To permit
adaptation, the organizational design layer is maintained by
a diagnostic subsystem, which attempts to repair faults and
inefficiencies by adjusting elements of the organizational
structure. This diagnostics process can itself be driven by
a number of sources, including observations of the environ-
ment, conditions monitored within the agent, and discourse
with other agents. The direct effects of these diagnoses will
typically (but not necessarily) take place within a relatively
small group of agents, so one can think of this technique as a
search for the correct organization through local adaptation.

The range of information that comprises an organiza-
tional structure can be quite broad. It is our opinion that
there is no single, comprehensive set of characteristics that
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Figure 1. High-level architecture of the diag-
nostics subsystem.

might make up the definition of an organizational struc-
ture. Instead, the set is dependent more on what alterna-
tives are possible within a particular multi-agent system and
which of those alternatives can have an impact on the sys-
tem’s behavior and effectiveness. To address this, we use
TÆMS models as our organizational representation, which
are flexible enough to model a wide range of characteristics.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the diagnostics sub-
system we currently employ. It uses a blackboard-based de-
sign, separating the process into three distinct layers: symp-
toms, diagnoses, and reactions. This type of system offers
several advantages. It promotes a clear chain of reasoning,
since the diagnoses supporting a given reaction can easily
be identified, as can the symptoms that support a particu-
lar diagnosis. The layers also clearly define the separation
of responsibilities, which enables arbitrary components or
even remote agents to asynchronously use and add to ele-
ments on the blackboard.

The lowest level of the blackboard contains symptoms,
elements that contain observations about such things as the
environment, agent activities and commitments. This lev-
el is maintained by both observers, which passively collect
data, and modelers, which use learning techniques to make
predictive models. The diagnosis level contains description-
s of possible faults or inefficiencies derived from the data on
the symptom level. These diagnosis are produced with the
use of a causal model, which will be described below. At
the highest level, a set of potential reactions to the diagnoses
are generated, which may be selected from by the inducer to
effect change in the organizational design layer. A feedback
loop is maintained by the effect monitor, which determines
if changes made were successful and effective.

Diagnosis is a well-researched field, with many different
methods and techniques already available to the system de-
signer. Our goal was to use a technique that offered great
flexibility in the information it could use and the diagnoses
it could generate, without sacrificing subject scope or do-
main independence. It is not clear from the outset, howev-

er, that any single diagnostic technique (e.g., model-based,
symptom-directed, collaborative) is suitable for the entire
range of faults exhibited by multi-agent systems. It was
therefore desirable to use a system or framework capable of
incorporating different diagnostic techniques.

Expanding on our previous work in the area, we chose to
organize our diagnostic process using a causal model. The
causal model is a directed, acyclic graph that organizes a
set of diagnosis nodes. Each node in the causal model cor-
responds to a particular diagnosis, with varying levels of
precision and complexity. As a node produces a diagnosis,
the causal model can determine what other, more detailed,
diagnoses may further categorize the problem. Within the
diagnosis system, the causal model then acts as a sort of
road map, allowing diagnosis to progress from easily de-
tectable symptoms to more precise diagnostic hypotheses as
needed. Individual nodes can also use internally whatever
diagnostic techniques are most appropriate for their fault, so
in this architecture we can make use of a variety of different
methods, given the types of failures they best address.

Adapting organizations at runtime becomes important
when the environment, goals, or participants of a system are
liable to change. Several specific techniques have been of-
fered by previous work in this area; we propose a more gen-
eral solution to the problem by organizing such activity un-
der the umbrella of diagnosis. A general diagnostic engine
such as that shown in this paper is capable of detecting and
diagnosing a variety of faults and inefficiencies, which can
be used to drive organizational change. The organization it-
self is represented using models, such as TÆMS structures,
which abstract the relevant portions of agents’ capabilities
and interactions in a way that facilitates both its use by a-
gent control components and its adaptation by diagnosis. In
this architecture, the methods driving change, and the char-
acteristics affected by adaptation, can then be simplified to
general techniques updating a domain independent repre-
sentation, which can be reused from one system to the next.

A system using the architecture outlined in this paper
has been implemented and tested using scenarios from the
producer/ consumer/ transporter domain. In this system, a
set of four heterogenous factories and two transporters were
given two distinct production phases, differentiated by what
needed to be produced, and which factories could manufac-
ture the raw materials. As shown in [1], the diagnostics sys-
tem successfully converged on a suitable organization for
the first phase, and adapt it to meet the needs of the second.
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